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JMROmG'SlQn TO TBE PEOBLEM
Statement of the Problem
PractieaX eacperlenee, as a part of the sti^nt's
training^ has been and eontlmies to be c^f^hasized for any
field of specialization^, whether it be In the preparation
of a medical doctor* a lawyer* a minister, a pubXle sehooX
teaeher* a reXlglous educator, or in preparation for many
other professions which might be mentioned. The eoneern of
this thesis has been that of praetleal experienee as a part
of the training of the reXlglous edueator, with speclaX
attention to the type of program necessary for effective
training in this area. This practical experience has been
referred to as field work throughout the thesis. The problem
of this study* then* was as foXXowst To fozwiXate reecnxsien*
datlons for a workable program of field work for students
being trained in the field of reXlglous education* in view
of the many problems involved in setting up such a program.
The pastor and other religious workers might be
considered religious educators in a broad sense of the term.
But in this study the eeneept of religious educators has
been limited to those professionally trained for service in
the speeifle field of reXlglous education. Therefore* the
2inrodiate eonoern was not field work of tlieologieal seminariee
in generalf dealing with pastoral ed>acatlon, but a study of
field work In its relation to the training of professional
workers for service in the speeifle field of religious
education*
Background of the Study
From the earliest days of theologleal education in
Ajaeriea there has been a praetlee of pr<�ioting field work,
whether or not that terra was used. It has been the normal
thing for those stwlents in training for the ministry to be
engaged in Bom� sort of Christian service at the same time*
There have been outstanding contributions to the study of
field work with reference to ministerial training* The work
and surveys of Frank C* Foster and Carl Hamilton Morgan
stand out as landmarks in the entire study of field work In
theologleal seminaries*
The mon^oental work of Frank 0* Foster in eollabotration
with Arthur L* Swift is Field Work and Its Relation to the
Curriculum o;f ^aeological Seminaries, which was publldhed
in 1932* Foster *s work was the first survey in this fidld.
A part of Foster's thesis was ineorporated into The Bducatlon
of ^American Ministers. Volume III* as Chapter X. The prlaary
emphasis of field work in the above mentioned study was upon
the training of miniaters for their various tasks, but less
3�peelaX attentlcm �as given to the treining ^ the pxMOfeseiOBeX
f�Xigiott� edueetore ae siaoh*
A more reeent survey end notehXe study is thet of OerX
BsisiXtoii Ui&tgm� in his dissertation in edueetlon* status
t&c^ted ^tatoff* �hieh was pubXlslMSd In X94g� Xm liorgas*s own
words* *fhii ]^obX�St then* o^ this study was tentatively
stated as follows s f9 determii^ the status of field work In
the Protestant seminaries of the tlizited States**^ i^is eomern
was not that of an evaluation or setting up of standards suoh
as is the purpose of the writer of this thesis. lUi prohlem
was primarily that of status*
fhe Heed
The emphasis given to the need of field work as a part
of the tralnii^ of dlreotors of religious eduoation has been
pointed out in the foXXoviag 8t�teai�nt� q:iiot�d froai a survey
study eonoeming the attitudes of thsoXogieaX seminaries and
other training sehooXs toward the training of direotc^pa of
rellglovM edtwation*
Xm The eduoationaX workers themselves are stroniXy
eonvlneed that this serviee veoation should have ai^pe
eXearXy defined staMards*-hi^r and on a profeesloaaX
X. CarX apsiXton Jtorgan, ^tffttp M pSM Mthe Frotestant fheoXo^losl SeaadUngples of ths^fiited Statest
p. 5.
4level. Dlreotore and other educational aasiatants alaould
be college graduates with additional graduate work, who
hawe specialised in education and in religious eduoation.
practical field experienee.^
Religious leaders are looking for trained people to
fill sueh positions as week-day religious education teaehersi
supervisors, local church directors of religious education
and pastors* associates to include religious education. Such
employers are concerned that applicants have practical
esqperienee as well as formal training in theory.
A preliminary investigation of information about field
work revealed that much attention was being given to it in
secular education. Itowever, the writer found far less written
on the subject with reference to theological education. It
was further revealed that very little speeial attention had
been given to the study of field work for those training in
religious education.
It was upon the basis of the felt need for practical
field experienee as a vital part of training in religioiss
education that this study was begun, and the need was further
eonf irx!uid in view of the lack of study on the subject in the
field of religious education.
8. Srwin L. Shaver, "Directors of Religious �du�ations
A Survey**, Religious Education. 42i3*lS, January, 1947.
Prooodiire
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An atte�^t haa been made to set up general principles
or standards for a desirable program of field work in such
institutions that train professional religious educators.
As has been stated previously, this study has not been one
eoneerning the status of field work in religious education,
but primarily that of an evaluation and setting up of
standards. However, such a task necessarily demands some
information concerning status. The first step taken toward
seeuring information about status involved the sending of a
preliminary questioi^alre to a number of eehools. This
information received with regard to current practice has
served as means to an end in formulating reeommendations for
a program of field work.
Tbe purpose and results of the preliminary question*
naire, together with the purpose and results of a second
and more detailed questionnaire have formed the basis of
Chapter II. Throughout the remainder of the thesis refer*
ences have been made to the status of the field work
situation in religious education, but the main emphasis has
been in the nature of evaluation and the setting up of
standards for the program. Upon the basis of published
sources, available information, and personal observation,
attempt was made to draw reasonable eonolualons as to
recoaanendations which ahould bo made*
Def initiona
ReeoBsaendationa in this study arc defined as statesients
of ths proposed courses of procedure. As related to a program
of field work, they are those things which should reeeive
favorable attention in the process of setting up sueh a pro*
gram*
^ministration throughout the thesis applies to the
general over*all manageiaBAnt of the profprem, and to keeping
the program in operation*
References to supervision in Chapters I and IZ of the
present study have not isi^>lied more than general oversight,
which would hardly be distinguished from administration*
Bowever, in Chapter lY, more technical definitions of b-q^v
vision have been given, such as the proeess of ii^roving ths
educational procedures and teaching techx^lques* In Chapters
III and IV sharp distinctions have been made between adminis
tration and supervision*
Frank 0* Foster, the pioneer of study in this field,
defines field work as follows;
Field work is the fgraded experience of students.
carried on under the supervision of those more skilled
than they in its performance, and related to the currXc*
ulum through consideration in the elassroCTP of the
BfgfrXefflB iUa4 difficulties encountered ^^ field.^
3* Mark A. May, The Education of American Ministers.
Ill, 248.
7Another author, writing of the college level, aayas
"Field work includea systematic observation, part ieipation,
and researeh carried on outside the college*"^
Carl Hsmilton Morgan gives the following definition of
field work in his notable dissertation to v^eh reference has
been made previously in this chapter*
Field work l� defined jg� sm. SL supervised
activity outside the jToni^al elaasroom profgram wMeh
provJ^^ tua semjMaOT stt^ent Iftborftory SSSS^t^tSMS,
significant ^or training la to which toe, |,a
Field work is necessarily of different types even in
the realm of religious education, but all types involve the
''learning by doing* tl^ory*
Organisation
The writer has attempted to deal with the problems
involved in the setting up of a program of field work from
the standpoint of both the student and the administrator.
1. In Chapter I attempt has been made to give a
general introduction to the problem at hand.
2m The resTilts of the preliminary questionnaire,
together with the purpose and results of the second question*
naire, have formed the basis of Chapter ZZ*
4. Bslen Merrell Itynd, Field Work in College
Kdueation. p. vii.
6. Morgan, 0�. cit . . p. 6.
83� Chapter III has been a presentation of the work of
administration and an evaluation of some administrative
policies to be used in the final recommendations*
4* The is^ortance of supervision and the part it
plays in the educational value of field work have been
treated in Chapter IV.
&� flM general sussmary and eonolualons which form
the reeommendations for a program of field work in religious
edueation constitute Chapter V*
CHAPTER II
Tm STATUS OF RELIGIOUS FIELD lORK IK RKLIOIO0S EDUCATIOK
A Ppellialnapy Siirvey
As was stated In Chapter X, the purpose and results of
a preXiaiinary questionnaire together with the piirpose and
results of a seeond and xaore detailed queetiomaire have
provided the basis for Chapter XI.
Purpose of the preliminary Questionnaire. The primary
purpose of the preliminary questionnaire was to ascertain
what aehooXs were placing emphasis upon field work in reXig*
ious education* so that a second questionnaire might be sent
which would give further direction toward setting up stand*
ards for sueh a program. I^refore* there was invoXved a
rather mandatory procedure. First, it was necessary to know
if the school aimed at training students for service in the
specific field of religious education. Second, in order to
discern the extent of attention given to field work, it was
necessary to Xearn whether or not field work was required of
gradiuites in religious education. Third, information as to
whether or not the field work was supervised by the institu"
tion would give insight into the stress placed upon field
work by the^ various institutions. Questions calling for the
above soughi information, together with a very few other less
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inp^tant quaationa, made up tloB first brief questionnaire*
Form of the first questionnaire . The first question
naire oontalned the following questions; Do you aim to train
worlGsrs (other than pastes) for serriee in the speeifie
field of Beligious Bducationt * What degrees,
if any, do you offer in Religious Edueationt Is
religious field work required for any graduates of your
sehoolT * Is it required for graduates in Religious
Education? * Is the field work supervised by the institu
tion? . Heme of person in charge of field work? *
Selection ^ schools for first survey* Because a
eoegplete and authoritative list of schools of religious
edueation was not available, it waa neeessary, as has been
stated, to include a question to secure information showing
whether or not the institution eotild be elasslf led as one
offering professional training in the field of religious
edueatiim* However, a working list for the purposes of the
first questionnaire was eosaqpiled as folios t
1* All of the schools listed as members of the American
Assoeiation of Theologleal Schools at the fifteenth biennial
Bwetingt June 1946, were included, ejuept the few outside
the United states*
2* Tb� list waa si;^plemented by the section of professional
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and teebnologioal aohoola found In tba Educational Directory
for 1946*1947 iaeued by the Federal Office of Education* A
large nimber of theological echoola were listed in this
section of the Educational Direetory.
3* Along with the above, a sampling was taken from a number
of church colleges scattered throughout the colleges listed
in the Educational Direetory under the hecuiing of universities
and colleges*
By the above procedure there was ccaapiled a list of
140 schools to which the first questionnaire was sent* Of
these schools, 107 (76^) responded* Of the schools respond*
ing, only 17 were among the scattered sampling of the church
colleges* Therefore 90 of the 107 schools are either members
of the American Association of Theological Schools or are
listed by the government bulletin as professional schools*
Of these 90 schools, 69 are members of the American Assoeia*
tion of Theological Schools and 51 of the 69 are accredited
by that assoeiation* The writer has not meant to iJBxgilj any
comparisons upon the basis of accreditation or of the member*
ship of schools in the above mentiozMd association* Any
references to svch affiliations in this thesis are to be
regarded merely as possible points of interest in the matter
of the status of these institutions.
Results of the first questionnaire* Of the 107 schools
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responding to the first questionnaire, 75 replied that they
aloaed to train workers (other than pastors) for serviee in
the speeifle field of religious edueation.
Of the 73 sehools aiming to train students in religious
edueation, 64 give degrees. In the majority, the degree is
one of liberal arts with religious edueation as a major.
There were 25 sehools which reported the giving of speeial
degrees in religious education auoh as Bachelor of Religious
Eduoation, Master of Religious Edueation, or Doctor of Relig*
ious Edtasation, but only three sehools reported the granting
of the last degree. The popular degree in religioiis education
as was evidenced by the number of sehools offering it is the
degree. Master of Religioiis Education. Of the 25 sehools
offering special degrees in religious edueation, 17 grant
this one.
imong the 73 schools training students in religious
education, there are 50 that require religious field work
for some of their graduates. There are 45 that require
religious field work for graduates in religious education.
With only one exception the schools that require field
work for graduates in religious education also supervise the
students in this work. Gf the 45 schools reqiiiring field
work in religious edueation, 42 offer degrees in religious
education. Of these, 21 are from among the 24 sehools whieh
reported the giving of special degrees in religious education.
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TbB other 21 give regular degrees with majors in religious
eduoation and are among the schools that require religious
field work for graduates in religious education. Three of
the schools requiring field work do not give degrees* The
45 schools that required field work for graduates in relig
ious education were of special interest for further inves
tigation*
A Seeond Sixrvey
Purpose of the second survey* The primary purpose of a
second survey was to secure more detailed information concern
ing the status of field work in religious edueation from the
sehools whieh the preliminary questionnaire showed to be
placing noticeable emphasis upon field work In religious
education* Ths objectives of the seeond questionnaire, stated
more specifically, are as follows i
1* To seoure data concerning the relationship of field work
to the eurriculum*
2. To secure information concerning the types of field work
in which students of religious education are engaged*
3* To obtain infoz^tion concerning the work of the field
work director in the different schools.
FoCTtt Of the second auestioimaire* ia� questions of
the second questionnaire were as follows:
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I How much credit per term, if any, do you give for
field work in religioua education? . How much field
work ie required for graduation? . Are students marked
in field work as in any other course? ? On what basis
are they marked�are there student reports and conferences?
Do atudents in field work meet as a elass with the field work
director to discuss plans and problems concerning thoir work?
. What else is included in the elass work?
� How often do they meet this class? .
II What types of field work do you offer for students
of religious edueation?
Is observation of other work a part
of the pr<^am? Is there any remuneration for
any of the field work? For all? � Is it
necessary for students to finance their own traveling to and
from their fields of service?
Ill Does yo\xr field work director have responsibil
ities other than directing field work? If so,
what? � Is he a Kwmber of the faculty?
� Does hs have charge of the placement of students to
their fields? � Does he observe and supervise the
students at work on the field? Are there any aesist-
ants to your field work director, such as student supervisors?
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� Do student supervisors get eesdemie
credit or remuneration for these duties?
What qualifications are neceesary for your student super
visors?,..,._._.,___._.^..__^^
Selection of sehools for second questionnaire* It
seemed logical that those schools that gave field work in
religious edtication a recognised place in the curriculum
would be the sehools that should have most to contribute to
the seeond questionnaire made up of more detailed questions
than the first* The basis of Judging the recognition given
to field work by the various schools was whether or not it
was required for the gradtiates in religious education*
^lerefore the 45 schools which stated in reply to the first
questionnaire that field work in religious edi;�ation was
required were the selected schools to whieh the second
questionnaire was sent* Thirty-three of the 45 responded to
the seeond questionnaire*
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TABLE Z
SELECTED SCHOOLS
Naxae
* 1 Axulover Sewton Tlieologloal Seminary
� 2 Aebnry fSieologlcal Seiainary
� 3 Anatin Presbyterian Theol. seminary
* 4 Berkeley Baptist Divinity Sehool
5 Bethany Biblical Seminary
�� 6 Bethel College
� 7 Biblical Seminary In Hew York
� 8 Boston University School of Theology
* 9 Candler Sehool of ideology
�10 Central Baptiet ^:teologlcal Seminary
�11 Chicago Evangelistic Institute
�12 Cleveland Bible College
�13 Colgate-Roehsster Divinity school
*14 College of the Bible
�15 Coluaibia Bible College
16 Croser Theological Seminary
�17 Divinity Sehool of the P. E. Chureh
18 Drew Theological Seminary
19 Duke University Divinity School
*20 Sastem Baptist Theological seminary
�21 Oammon Theologleal Semisary
�22 General Assembly is Training School
for Lay Workers.
23 OtP&eB Theological Seminary
24 Hartford school of Religious Ed.
�26 Hood Theological Seminary
*26 Hiff School of fSaeology
�27 McCormlck Seminary
�28 Hational Bible Institute
�29 Wational College for Chr*n Workers
30 now Orleans Baptist Theol, Seminary
31 northern Baptist Theol. Seminary
32 Worth Western sehools
33 Oberlin Graduate Sehool of Theology
*34 Paeifio Sehool of Religion
�35 Pittsburc^*2i�nia Theol. Sexainary
�36 Presbyterian College of Ohr*n Ed.
#37 Princeton Theological Seminary
�38 San Francisco Thsological Seminary
Location
Hewton Center, Kass�
Wilmore, �y.
Austin, Tex*
Berkeley, Cal.
Chicago, 111.
MeEeneie, Tenn.
I^w York City
Boston, Mass �
Emory Univ., Ca.
Kansas City, Kan.
Chicago, 111.
Cleveland, Ohio
Rocheater, M. Y.
Lexington, Ky.
Columbia, S. C.
Chester, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Madison, M. J.
Durham, N. C .
Philadelphia, Pa.
Atlanta, 0&�
Richmond, Va.
Winona Lake, Ind.
Hartford, Conn.
Salisbury, H. C.
Denver, Colo.
Chicago, m.
Hew York City
Kansas City, Mo.
Btow (Cleans, La.
Chicago, m.
Minneapolis, Biinn.
Oberlin, Ohio
Berkeley, Cal.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chicago, HI .
Princeton, N. J.
San Anselmo, Cal.
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�39 Schauff l0F Oolleg� of Holiglous
and social Work Cleveland, C^o
40 Starr-King School for the Ministry Berkeley, Cal.
�41 f}hlverslty of southern California Los Angeles, Gal.
42 Washington Missionary College TaktMsa Park, D. C.
�43 Western Theological Seminary milland, Mich.
�44 Wheaton College Wfaeaton, HI.
?45 iTale University Divinity school New Haven, Conn.
# ihiis Indicates the schools Which replied to the seeond
questionnaire �
It has been of Interest to note certain facts concern
ing the schools in the selected list. Thirty-two of this
number are members of the American Association of Theological
Sehools, 24 of which are aecredlted by that association. Of
the remaining 13, 10 are listed under the heading of profes
sional schools in the Educational Directory and 3 are listed
in the same directory under the heading of universities and
colleges. Twenty of the schools listed above offer speeial
degrees in religious education.
Twenty-three of the 33 responding to the second ques
tionnaire are members of the American Association of Theolog
ical schools and 18 of the 23 are accredited by that
association. Twelve of the 23 members of th� Association
offer speeial degrees in religious education. Eight of the
33 aehools are classified as professional schools in the
Educational directory. 1946-1947, three of which offer
special degreesi the other 5 give regular degrees with majors
in religious ediusation. Only 2 among the 33 schools are
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elassifled under eollegee and universities in the Educational
Directory*
fhe z*esults of the second questionnaire are given in
the following few pages of this chapter*
TABLE II
CREDIT GIVEIi FOR FIELD WORK
Houra of credit per term Schools reporting
0 9
i 1
1 15
2 4
^ 1
S 1
1 (per year) 1
Ho reply 5
It can he seen readily from the above table that the
most common practice with regard to credit is the giving of
one hour of eredit* About half as many give from two to three
hours of credit* Over against the 13 sehools giving one hour
of credit per term, there are 9 whieh give no credit*
The length of time for which field work is required
for graduation varies from one term to every term of the
student's training period*
Although 21 schools reported the giving of credit for
field work, only 15 stated the giving of marks or grades for it*
TABLE XII
BASES OF EVALUATIHO STUDENTS' FIELD WORK
X9
Bases given Schools reporting
Conferences with practice leaders
or field work classes 26
Student reports X6
Supervisor's evaluation through observation 9
Reports from employer 7
Individual conference 4
Progress 5
Professional competence 3
notebooks 1
In no school replying is there Just a single basis of
evaluation. A number of the factors shown in Table III enter
into the evaluation in each ease. The most ecm&on bases are
conferences with the practieum leaders together with students*
reports of their work on the field. These conferences are in
the nature of a class in which each of the students is
responsible for his own report.
The field work classes are varied in their programs as
can be seen by the following summary of replies concerning
what is included in these classes.
1. Plans and problema of the student's field work
2. Job analysis techniques
3. Properat ion for teaching
4. Program planning
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5. Interpretation of principles of field work
6. Survey of methods In teaching
7. �thlcs of profession
8� Special speakers
9. Materials for teaching
10. Aasigned reading
11. Special projects
The usual frequency of meeting field work classes is
once each week for one or two houra respectively for one or
two hours credit.
The types of field work reported by the 33 schools
replying to the second questionnaire are shown In the
following table.
TABLE IV
TYPES OF FIELD WCWK
Types Schools reporting
Teaching in chiirch school 21
Youth work 13
Weekday religious education 12
Club work 11
Superintendent of department, church sehool 5
Playground or recreation supervision 5
Hospital 5
Bible teaching in public school 4
Pastor's assistant 4
Leadership training 4
Director of religious education 3
Assistant director of religious education 3
Prison 2
Reformatory 2
Bible teaching in private school 1
Community house 1
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Teaching in chturoh schools is the most prevalent type
of field work according to the repots stimmarized here.
Youth work ranka second, and weekday religious education
ranks third, with club work only one behind. In half of the
schools reporting, observation was reported as a part of the
field work program.
Remuneration for all field work was reported by only 4
schools. However, in more than half of the schools reporting
acme remuneration was provided. More than half of the schools
replied that it was necessary for students to finance their
own traveling to and from their fields of service at least
part of the time. When the atudents do not finance it them
selves, the employing agency does. In very few instances
does the school finance the traveling.
Of the 33 schools replying, 26 reported that their field
work director taught classes together with directing field
work. Onlj 2 of the 33 reported having a director with no
responsibilities other than those of field work director.
The entire 33 reported the director as being a faculty member.
In all 33 schools, the director either has charge of placement
of stiodents in their fields or works in cooperation with a
committee which has charge of it.
In 14 of the 33 schools, the director has assistants
to help in supervising on the field. In 7 of the 14 there
are student supervisors; in 7 the assistants are faculty members.
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The qualifications listed for student supervisors by
the various schools are as follows:
1, Graduate student
2. Skilled or experienced
S. Good academic standing
4. Pleasing personality
5* Chosen by director
e. Approved by faculty
7. Good teacher
8, Major in religious edTxcatlon
9. Ability to get along with people
10. Ability in field work
Summary of data on status of field work in religious
eduoation.
1. Over bO% of the 140 schools selected for study in the
first qxwstionnaire aim to train students for service in the
field of religious education.
2. Of the 73 that train in religious education, require
religious field work for the graduates in religious edueation.
3. With only one exception the schools reqtilrlng field work
supervise the sti:uients on the field.
4. Of the 30 schools replying to the question in the second
questionnaire concerning the giving of credit, 43^ reported
the giving of one hour of eredit per tem, and S0% give no
credit at all.
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5. In soiiools where students are given marks for field work,
the basis of marking Involves a number of factors �
6. There were reported 16 types of field work In which
students of religious education are engaged. Teaching In
church school Is the most cosmion type according to these
reports .
7. The field work director of 7B% of the schools reporting
teaches classes along with his field work responsibilities.
8. In those schools where the director has assistants, half
of the aehools reported student assistants or supervisors and
the other half reported faciaty assistants.
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ORQAHZaATIOS AHD ADMISISTRATIOlf OF FIELO WORK
Administration* aa d�fInad In Chapter Z* la oonoerned
with the general over-ell management of the program of field
work and with keeping auoh a program in operation, ^^re ie
implied here an organization or setting up of the plan of
operation* Ihen svtoh a prograa is initiated it is obvious
that some attention should be given to ths (^jeotives and
prinoiples of field work in reXlglous eduoation*
!Che latimate objeotive of s^ainary field work is to
provide a teehnique 9Xtd an experience through which the
student's spiritual oonvletions and specialised knowledge
may be fiinotionally related to the life of man and the
piarpose of Sod**
As a means of attaining the objective above* the
following immediate objectives are given* relating partioularXy
to th� experience whieh the student cf religious edueation
needs and the skills he needs to develop*
1* To provide students with experience In various
types of serviee in religious edtication* Ttm work of the
religious educator is m% restricted to any one type of
Christian service or any one type of religious education*
Be may be called upon to do anything fro�i toaohing a Siuaday-
1* Carl Hamilton Morgan* in 4jd4resyes and Pisouse ions
fdueation* p* 4*
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sehooX class to s\^>ervislng weekday religious education. It
xnay not be possible for every student to have supervised
experience in all types of field work in religious education,
but opportunities should be provided at least for observation
of the many types of work in the field of religious education.
2. To provide the student with experience with younger
children, youth, and adults. Knowing how to deal with people
of all ages is very significant for the religious educator.
5. To provide the student with experienee with people,
in various places and sitiiatlons. There is great need for
religious education in stltutions other than the church and
school, such as hospitals, prisons, refomatories, settlement
houses, homes for the aged, and other similar institutions.
4. To help students develop skills which are necessary
for the vast work of the religious educator. The physician
learns to practice medicine by actually practicing it under
supervision, so must the sucoessf\il religious educator learn
to teach or carry out any otluir duties by actually doing it
under supervision.
5. To help students relate effectively the traditional
disciplines to real life situations. Field work is not to be
regarded as distinct from the formal courses, but as a mediiaa
through which they can be integrated for practical purposes.
Principles. These objectives are not automatically
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eokleved by their n�re formulation, but tiiroughout the
process of their fulfillment definite regulative and directive
principles both consistent with the objectives and conducive
to their achievement must be observed and practiced* Such
basic prinoiples as the following are important.
(1) !rhe primary concern of the seminary is the
education of the student for religious leadership* His
education comes through a series of experiences which
have unequal growth value. These educative experiences
are not confined to books, courses, lectures, and other
academic exercises, but are derived also from direct
contacts with the problems of life* Certain types of
field work experience have educational value which are
fully equal to those of the classroom or library, though
they require the help of both the classroom and library
fully to develop those values. And this dependence is
reciprocal*
(2) The seminary and the student owe a responsibility
to the employing institution* These institutions should
get value received not only for money paid to the student
but also for time spent in the supervision of his work*
When the seminary places a student in a church or club or
social agency, it ixmediately becomes in a measure
responsible, throiigh the student, for the success of the
work which the student undertakes*
(3) The third principle emerges from the other two.
The seminary, the student, axuSL the employing institution b
become contracting parties Jointly responsible for ths
successful outcome of the venture, both in terms of the
tasks undertaken and in terms of the part of the student's
eduoation to be derived from the doing of those tasks *^
These principles supply a good fouzidation upon which
to build, but more is needed to complete the structure*
There are administrative problems to be faced in setting up
andr operating a program of field work*
S. Mark A. May, The Education of American Ministers.
Ill, 243-44*
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Probleraa � the foXlowdng five atateiaoata lisply tba
main aroas from which a rmjabar of more detailed problems
ariae*
!� There must be some individual or ageney having the direct
administration of the program of field work*
2* The creation or investigation of opportunities for field
work is very i^ortant even to the existence of suoh a program*
3. The pli^ement of stujdente in their respective fields of
praetice and service la a responsibility of the administration*
4* Beeords are an important part of any worthwhile enterprise*
Therefore, some policy must be established concerning records*
3* The relationship of field work to the curriculum is a
vital problem* Problems involved in the five above statements
are taken up individually and discussed at length throughout
the remainder of this chapter*
Ttm Direet iidiainistration
of Field Work in Religious lducati<m
Tv^a Ministration* Xn those institutions that
train students for the pastorate as well as for service In
the field of religious edueation, there may exist one general
field work program involving ea^rienoe la both of thsae areas*
Xt is obvious that the demands upon an adnsinistrator of field
work inoXuding the many aspects of pastoraX field work as
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well �� the yerioue types of field work in religious edueation
would he so great that effioient and adecsuate direction would
be ia^oeaible* Beoause of the peculiar characteristics and
requirements of each of these two areas of field work,
separate adainiatration and supervision is needed for adequate
results*
The matter of ths administration of field work is upon
two levels, that of the general administration of the school
and that of the direet or epeeiflo adminiatratitm of the
field work itself � The general administration acts as an
approving and cheeking agency for the administrative
proeeduras of the field work office* Ths general adaiinlstra-
ion acts more specifically at the point of the problem of the
relationship of field work to the general curriculum.
Field y^rk director* questicms directly related to
the administration of field work are those concerning the
organisational set*up of siafih a program* A field work
director is considered the general administrator or overseer
of the program of field work* iU^eordlng to the restats of
ths seeond questionnaire dlseussed in Chapter II, eoc^n
praetioe in the outlining of ths director's work inoludes the
duties of plaoement of students in their fields, together
with observation and supervision of the students at work on
the field. Out of the 33 field work direetors, 26 had other
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pesponfllbilltles suoh aa taaehlng In tba z*egulax> ouz*rioul^.
Thora wero 14 directora having aaaiatanta in their work.
Xn the ideal aituation the field work director would
afit aa an administrator, not aa a supervisor* fhe work of
supervision on the field would he done hy supervisors, whom
the director, or his executive coBstnlttee (of which he is
ehairman) would assign for the various places where students
were in practice teaching* as an administrator, the director
would operate the placement bureaui exeeute regulations
concerning remuneration if there he suoh in some areas of ths
field work; have charge of various tjpes of records j and see
that the proippam of supervision operates efficiently* He
would also be the inflwamtial person in creating and investi*
gating field work opportunities, along with the general
administration of the school* Tb� else of the school and the
extent g^* the demand for field work would determine whether a
field work direotor alone or a board q� directora with a
ohaiTBtan would be necessary for the administration of the
program.
Xt can be seen readily that the efficiency of field
work directing would demand a person with few other
responsibilities and one who had a broad background of
teaching and supervising experience in order to understand
the problems and work of the supervisors and student teachers*
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He should also have personal qualities whloh would foster
good feeling between the employing institutions and the
school �& program of field work* This is ve3?y important
beoause he would be the key person, acting as a go-between
for the school in general and the employing Institution*
iklthough the students their various fielda Gi service
would be eonsidered as coming from the department of religious
education* yet their work and any relati<s)ships existing is a
reflection upon ths school in general* Therefore, the
responsibility of keeping oc�imon understanding and assuring
satlafaetion with services rendered, must rest finally upon
some one person, namely the capable field work direet(�p*
C^portunlties for Field Work
In seleeting opportunities, the primary purpose snd
the basie principles of field work must be observed. Special
consideration must be given to the educational requirements
of the students and to the Interests and welfare of the groups
being served*
The factor of wholesome and cooperative feeling between
the school and the eoasmmity is to be striven for in order to
maintain a wide basis for opportunities* Many times this
feeling does not exist without special effort upon the part
of the school . However, there la no need for waiting to
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aoooo^llsh this goal before beginning an extensive program of
field work* With careful thought and plamilng, field work
oould work fr<�B th& opposite angle and serve as a means of
festering good feeling*
SL PPPor^Wi^i^ff ^^ The^ er�
opportunities for service in religious edueation that would
not demand an invitation fr<�s groups outside the sehool
itself I the school can offer its services without obligation
to any employing institution* For instance, there would be a
great nw^r of ohildren's religious books used by the
religious eduoation department* Wl^ not arrange a place or
section of the library of the seminary or school of religious
education where these children's religious books could be
made available for children of the community to readt At a
oertain time epeeifled, children of certain agee would come
for a story hour and exploration of books* This would give
valuable experienee for the students of religious eduoation
in dealing with ohildran and literature together* This idea
may also be extended to include a religious music hour. Here
again, at a certain time specified, oertain age groups would
come* The religious edueation students woidd gain valtiable
experience in biillding up appreciation for good religious
music and could also teach some religious songs meaningful
for the particular age group. Shere facilities are available.
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th� sehooX might eXso offer superTlsed reereatlon for the
ehlldren of the ooraaunity. In the thinking of some, this muj
seem to he stretching somewhat the concept of religious
education. But Christian character may be taught and
emphasized in children's play. This is certainly not outside
the realm of religious education in the life of the child.
Such service to the coaaaunity on the part of the
training school amy well result in a good eoBaaunity spirit
toward the school � This does not mean to say at all that
the school can be self-suffloient In supplying opportunities
tw field work* Many other types of field work are mandatory*
jmfti si US3A SSSk* ^ rellgloua
fd^ea^ion iiai^lles the neeessary range of opportunities top
practice teaching and other work in this field* The main
types of field work to be desired during the student's
training in religious educatl^ are as follows s
1. Under supervision, to teach and become familiar with the
materials end equipment necessary for setting up and operating
a nursery elass In a church, for two-three-year-old children*
2* Under supervision, to teach and also have an understanding
of physical surroundings in the church desirable for the
beginners who are four and five years of age*
3* Under supervision, to teach and become acquainted with
the essential materials and equipment for the primary ehlldren
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from six to sight ysars of ago.
4. Uiider supervision, to teach and become familiar with an
adequate program for Juniors from nine to eleven years of age.
5. Under supervision, to teach and learn the possibilities
of providing a worthwhile program of religious eduoation at
the church for the intermediate ages of twelve to fourteen.
6� Under supervision, to teach and learn possibilities for
the senior age groups of fifteen to seventeen in the area of
religious education in the church.
7. Under supervision, to teach and atudy procedures for
working with older young people, young adults and older adults.
Methods of teaching a class for these three groups would vary
but little. Bxperienee in any one of these three age levels
would have common carry-over value into either of the others.
However, it would prove desirable for students to have
experience in different organisations of these three ages,
because their interests are varied.
8. Under supervision, to teach week-day religious education
on a released-time or dismissed-time plan in one or two grades.
9. Under supexnrision, to tsach a leadership training course
for laymen of a church.
10. Under supervisicm, to act as director of a vacation church
school �
11. Under supervision, to act as superintendents of various
departments of a church school.
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3ueh types of opportunity for field work as are
Bwntioned above afford praotioe in most of the areas to whieh
students of religious edueation are oalled to serve after
they are ^aduated* It is not possible to give every student
an opportunity for each of these types of praotioe* It ia
for thia reason that an extenaive plan of observation smst be
worked out where actual practice is not possible*
When it is known what sort of opportunities are to be
desired, the problem remains of finding the places for the
needed experience* letters may be sent out from the director's
office stating the availability of atudents for service in
the ohia^hes of the ecnsaunity* 1^ response to these letters
requests may Qom into the field work ^fice* The field work
director may make oontaets personally with prospective
es^oying gro^s and will be constantly on the alert for new
opportuxiities when the availability of atudenta demands it*
When the oppor^mities are found, the next step is to place
the right pers^ in the right place at the right time*
Placement
Analysis of the field of serviee together with
analysis of ths student's qualifications for the particular
place are important factors in the responsibility of placement.
A praotioe in pastoral field work in some seminaries
is that of assigning field work on graduated levels* For
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Instftnee, students do not go out during the first ye�r of
their training to have the full responsibility as pastor of a
ehureh. Instead, their work is that of fewer responsibilities.
^y fulfill only a portion of the many duties involved for
the pastor . A similar program is to be recommended for
atudents in religious education. This allows a correlating
of the stagea of field work with ths student's educational
developnwnt. Xt is not difficult to recognise the value of
sueh a graded experienee for the future religious educator.
Brief analysis of the job of teaching a leadership training
course to laymen in a church or superintending any department
<^ a ohurch school would indicate the nsed for placing an
advaneed atudent in such a position.
imlnU sL n^v^nVn a student
is beginning his study in religious education, it is very
isiOPKKrtant to analyse his experience, ability, and personality.
Xany eollege graduates entering a graduate sehool of religious
eduoation have had supervised teacher training in college or
even have taught in public school, while 90m have had no
teacher training. Such conditions are to be considered in
the matter of placement. Oreat emphasis upon observation is
rec<�maended for the earXy part of tralBlng for st\�ients with
XittXe bsekground of courses in eduoation in eoXXege, and
with XittXe praetioaX experience.
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irot mUf are the atudent quelif leationa to be
analyzed from the standpoint of past experience mnd training
but also fr<�n that of his personality* Field work or
praetleal experience Is valuable for revealing peraonallty
weaknesses or strength* special attention to personality
development Is to be reec^mended throu^btout the program of
field work, but can well be emphasised In the matter of
placement* IQila la not meant to Imply that beeauae of
oertain characteristics of his personality a student cannot
enter a particular phase of religious eduoation, for
limitations in many eases can )�� overcome, when the student
is made aware of them* This awareness may come by pointing
eat eharaoterlstlcs of persena3Lity neeessary for placement*
Then an emphasis upon personal self�evaluation periodically
will make the student conscious of his personality* Formal
education and even past teaehing experienee do not guarantee
aucoeas with pe<^le out in the field of service* Fersonality
la a major factor in aetual praetice, and should be
recognised as sueh*
Beooffimendations regarding plaoement. Eeecnsmendations
outlined for the placement of students are atated as follows t
1* Require all beginning students in relifi^^w eduoation to
report to the direotor of field work for an introductory
interview* 'nils does not necessarily itiean that he ia to be
mplftoed in field work at the beginning of hia training* It
does serve as an aoquaintanoe interview, and serves to inform
the student that praetleal esgperienoe Is going to have a
large part to play in his professional training.
2* Make inquiry In this first interview eoneerning the
stwient*s past aoadesilc work and prinarily his praetleal
experience, and record such infcxraiatlon.
3. Administer a standardised personality test, in order to
have a more objective basis for detemining development of
personality in the student's later training.
4. Place all students except those having had extensive
experienee in religious education and public aehool work in a
class ealled observation for the first term in order to give
thffiB opportunity to go to many different churches to observe
other students at work under supervision* Opportunities for
observation may also be sought in places other than those
where fellow students are practicing* leaded transportation
may Involve a financial problem* A fee is rectmnsended for
sti�dents enrolling In such a eourse and the fee should be
s\^le�ent�d by the school's financing a fraction of the
necessary costs* There is also an advantage in having field
trips during the week or on Saturdays for observing physical
equipment in a number of churches.
3* 01ve opportunity f<a* choice to both the student and the
�alloying agency when a student is to be placed in his field*
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BomereVf beoeusd of tho diifoetop's aoquftlntaneo with the
etudent's reooxHl and hia familiarity with the student's
experienee in observation, the direetor would be in a position
largely to determine the ehoiee.
6* In oases where a student's teaehing baekground is weak
further observation is reocasmiended in the special class or
group with which he plans to work. After observing a few times,
he should then be permitted to assist, then at last do the
task himself under supervision*
7* In oases where the student begins his training in
religious edueation with a stronger background of experience
he ahould be given new opportunitiea to work with age groups
with whieh he has not had previous experience in order that
he may keep developing*
8* It is reeommsnded that the placement of advanced students
in religious edmation be made in those sittxations demanding
an increased amount of reaponsibility for a broader range of
tasks to be performed*
Placement procedure * In the interview during which
the aetual plaoement of the student occurs, the director
invites ths student to consider the needs and the opportunities
of the field which he expects to serve* Prom his records the
direotor should be able to give information to the student
concerning the employing institution and a brief review of
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what stitdents have dona at that plaea in tho paat. There ia
to be a work agreenont whioh ia an understanding between the
teooployer and the student whieh is to be kept on file in the
records of the field work director at the school. From this
point the student is directly responsible to his assigned
supervisor, who may be a person in the employing institution,
or from the sehool, <^ both.
The priawry purpose of field work in religious
education ia not to provide for the financial requirements of
the student, but to supply the educational needs of the student
under supervision and adequately to serve the employing
institution. However, some types of field work may demand a
great amount of time, suoh as twenty hours or more per week.
In amh instances, remuneration is to be reooBasended. But in
practice work in religious education is there any more reason
for remuneration than in practice teaching in secular
edueationt There may be aOEM advantages in remimeration for
field work in a few cases, but care must be taken lest the
primary purpose of field work in religious education be lost
from sight�namely, to meet ths educational needs of the
student. Bemuneration should not be a major issue in ths
plaeement of students of religious eduoation, except in a few
oases where heavy responsibilities would rest upon advamed
atudents.
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Reoopds
Xf t}m student's praotlee In roliglous eduoation
during his years of training is an important part of his
professional preparation, then the records of such work will
he just as important as the records of his other fox^sial
claaswork. fheae reeords would give a piettire of the
atudent *8 actual work in the field of religioue edueation.
Suoh records would he very important for future reference
when the school is ealled upon to recomEN�nd students for
positions. Files in this subject reflect real life, not mere
results of examinations or formal classwork.
Goncernims students . fhs records concerning the
students will include the following!^
1. Hecord concerning the experience of the student upon
entering the school .
2. Record of his personality test upon entering the school.
3. jDescrlption of the field and the temss of service where
he served during his training.
4. Permanent record of all the service of the student in the
field of religious eduoation up to the time of graduation
from ths school .
3. f . Christy Wilson, in Addresses and Discussions j2�
m Sif^^^ gottfeye^t^ �a ^oy^ i>B yheologi^qfp. I^^^^^^^ffl;^,
pp. 94-96.
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5. Beeords from the supervisors eoneerning the student's
work, a qualitative analysis of the student ineluding notes
of points needing correction and notes of appraiaal of ability
and eharaoter*
^ther reeorda . Hot only are personal records of
individuals valuable, but for the �^otb operating of the
field work program other records are alao necessary*
1* A list of field work opportunities must be kept on file.
2* Information must be kept on file concerning each field
served* Such data would prove helpful for a new student
being placed on the field*
3* A record of supervisors and an evaluation of their
supervising by ths field work director*
The keeping of accurate records both with regard to
the work of the individual student and to the administration
of the field work will assure constant possibilities for the
improvement of the field work program in religious education.
The Eelationahip of Field ^ork to the Ourrieuluai
Field work in general no longer has simply an adminis
trative relationship with the entire cxurriculura but has an
educational relationship* It is in a position to be related
to the whole course of study by its relation to both the
practical and the content courses and the adaptation of that
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Slater iel tor professional use on tl^s field *^ Specific needs
are revealed to the student throiigh his field work experience,
and can promote tlie offering of new courses designed to meet
theee weaknesses and the adaptation of existing courses to meet
such needs* This may even mean tha changing of sequence of
courses where such courses have direct hearing upon field
work*^ The demands of students' practical work is an
advantageous point at which to begin any study of content or
organisation of the curric\ilum*
There are some problems to be considered in the actual
relatlonahlp of field work to the curriculum In religious
ed\2Cation, aimilar to those whieh have been suimsarized for
theological education In general*
1, How can the number of hoisrs spent in field work be
k�pt within such limits that a reasonable amount of time
is left for academic study?
2* How can credit be given for st^ervised field work
without lowering the standards and at ths same tlm
reduce the n\�Bber of "content^ courses a stwient ought
to takef
5. How can supervised field work be made a requirement
for graduation ahen it is so varied In time,
responsibility and edueational valuet�
T3^ (^mended iQt ^^^^.d work* First, the problem of
4. Ralph L* Woodward, in ,i^,e##ffy^ Disousaion sL
p� 15*
5* Xnterseminary OoBSBission for Training for the
Rural iilniatry, mUUm M IISM ^
Theological Sducation. p* 14.
6* Woodward, ��* cit*. p. 1�*
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keeping the number Otf hours required for field work in
reasonable relatlonahlp with time for aeademlo study may vary
in different schools* But there are some possibilities of
control of this time through the field work office* The
director, being familiar with the requirements of the fields
of serviee, would be in & position to standardize the number
of hours to be spent in a partleular job* fhe students may
help also in this matter*
Those advaneed students receiving placement to
poaltions of major responsibility-that is, beyond ths
responaibility of one class or one organization�would
necessarily be permitted to take proportionately less
academic work. tiJla is fair to both their academic work and
their fields of service* some such plan must be adopted for
guidance regarding the student's time* There must be an
agreeisent as to a iMximum ia�9unt of time spent in religious
field work in specific fields*
Credit ^ven* second, the question of giving eredit
for field work in religious edueation varies widely in aetual
practice* Of the 33 schools responding to the second
questionnaire in this study, 21 gave credit for field work in
religlotxs education* The amount of credit ranged fr^ one
half hour to 3 hours per term* Fifteen of the schools
reported the giving of marks as in any other course. Where
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the etudente were marked as In any other coxirse, the jading
waa based upon a n\amber of requirements as pointed out In
Chapter II, table III. If a basis for giving credit for
field work Is attained, the work must be regarded as a
laboratcH*y and a time schedule of amm proportion must be
established.
A possible solution to the problem of a field work
class or praotloum In addition to work on the field would be
to set up ootirses related specifically to the opportunities
for field work. Credit would be given for these coiurses as
for other courses of the curriculum. These courses should be
parallel with methods courses In sectilsr education. As
methods courses are preserlbed before practice teaching, In
secular edueation, ao are they to b^ reooitBiez�aed before
practice teaehing or field work in religious education.
Then the practice teaching in religious edueation can be
eonsidered a laboratory, where ths student and hie aM^r'wlmop
can work together on the individual improvement of the
student's teaching. Thorough methods courses before practice
will eliminate any great need for a detailed praotloum during
the time when the student is actually working In the field.
Individual conferences with the supervisor should be the only
special work along with the sttident's actual practice on the
field, beca\tse of the amount of time that field work classes
would demand.
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Suoh couraea as the following ere reo(�msended aa
preparatory oouraea paralleling methoda couursea In aeoular
eduoation* Eaoh course Includes:
CI) As basis* a study of psychology for the particular age
level {
(2) A study of materials and methods for the age level;
(3) Attention to the role of the teacher In meeting the
demanda of the respective age level* The courses may be
elaaslfled as follows azvl be gli^n as three or four hour
courses In the ourrlcuJLum*
1* Hellglous eduoation of ehlldren
2* Hellglous edtacatlon of youth
3* Religious education of ad\;dts
Other courses Involving the various age levels s
4* Leadership education
3* Dally vacation church aehool
6* Weekday religious eduoation
When the student Is thoroughly prepared for his
praetlee teaching In the matter of materials and methods with
sueh ooiirses as those listed above* the tlm demanded for his
field work preparation will be greatly reduced, and the time
involved in his engaging in field work will not need to be so
far out of proportion with that required in other couraes In
which he reeeivea mueh more credit than for field work itself.
Although amh ex*edit may be given in preparatory courses
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before the atudent enrolls in field work, credit la to be
highly recommended for field work Itaelf beoause It aids the
student In recognising Its educational valtie, and serves as
an Incentive for better service. The giving of marks serves
a similar purpose also.
According to the (luestlonnalres used In this study, a
aatlsfaetory system of marking Is dlfflciilt. Some schools
mark st\]^nts In field work with the terms ''satisfactory*' or
^unsatlafactory". acme give no marks. Others give letter
grades as In other courses. The type of marking Is possibly
not so Important as la the student's realisation that there
Is scene form of permanent record concerning the supervisor's
evaluation of him.
Requiring f^pU TOM* ^ ^^^d problem Is the question
of requiring field work for graduation in religious edueation.
Zn the first questionnaire of this study, of the 73 schools
who daisied to train studej^�^s for service in religious
edueation there were 45 requiring religious field work for
students of religioos education. The findings in this
eonneotion, whloh were discussed in Chapter XX, showed that
there was XittXe correXatlon between the amount of field work
reqtxired for graduation and the credit given per term for it.
For example, two full years of field work were required in
sos^ schools where no credit was given. Xn other instances.
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two or thro� torawi wero required where two hours of eredit
per term were given, fhe emotmt required varied fro� two to
nine terms In sehools giving one hour of credit per term*
Of the 73 schools mentioned above* 23 (31^) do not
require field work for graduates In religious education*
TUtXa Is a serious deflelemy when coshered with tbs prc^lnence
and requirements of practical training or field work in the
preparation of teaehers and leaders in th� realm of secular
education* The integration of the entire training of
sttidents in religious edueation wmaxm making every part of
the training period eontrlbute to an understanding of and an
ability to cope with the problems of religious edueation in
actual life situations* To ins\n:>e an effective and efficient
integration of the desired prinoiples and practices of
religious edueation in the prospective religious educator*
field work or practical training must be required*
The organisation and administration of field work
cover a broad scope in their applleatlon to the progrioa of
field work* Under these aspeots of the work* there have been
set forth in the preceding pages tha objectives and prinoiples
whioh are a part of administratloni the major problems of
adsilnlstratlon* such as the direct administration of the
field work program in religious education; opportunities for
field work; the plaoement of students; records and their
importance; and the relationship of field work to the
�uppieiawB. BowevBv, organlaatloa and adminiatration alona
ax*a not aiiffiolant to guarantee an adequate and auoeesafuX
field work program. Tlie extent and quality of supervision
actuaXXy determine tbe quality and vaXue of the student's
experience on the field.
CHAPTER IV
SUPERVI3I0H OP FIELD WORK IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATIOH
Supervision is not administration. Distinction must
be made between administration and supervision in the program
of field work in religious education. Administration is
keeping the program in operation. Supervision is taking the
educational processes and attempting to make sure that they
are effective and productive of highBst values.-^ Thus, the
setting for supervision is directly in the teaching-learning
situation. Supervision is concerned with what should be
taught, when, to whom, by whcra, how, and to what purpose. It
is the purpose of this chapter to recommend policies for a
program of supervision for field work in religious eduoation
upon the basis of the aims of supervision set forth here and
the types of field work recommended in Chapter III.
Aims of Supervision
The entire proeess of supervision may be defined more
fully in terms of its purposes or aims as given below rather
than in the terms of the techniques it uses.
Supervision aims at Hhe development of a group of
professional workers who, free trcm the control of
1* Frank M. McKibben, 2to)roving Religious Ed\Ksation
Through Supervision, p. 18.
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tradition and actuated by a spirit of enquiry, attack
their problema scientifically In an environment In which
men and women of high professional Ideals may live a
vigorous. Intelligent, creative life."�
The aim of supervision Is not to assume ths
responsibilities of the student's field work, but to give
guidance and direction for the improvement of the student's
teaching efficiency, thus improving the quality of the
learning-teaching process itself.^ This Improvement in the
quality of the learning-teaching proeess is the ultimate goal
of supervision.
There are Immediate or specific goals throughout the
program of supervision which lead to the accomplisbment of
the ultimate. Such objectives as are given in the following
quotation aimed at improving Sunday sehool teaching mif^t
well be aeeepted as some of the specific objectives for the
supervision of field work in religious education.
<3�?.1e<?1flYfi Slmk �M, ^ffPOVlrm Sunday school teaching.
The following objectives are worthy of application to any
area of st^rvlslon in religious education.
"To help Sunday-school teachers to think through the
purposes of their teachir.g. "*
2. Thomas H. Brlggs, Improving Instruction, p. 2,
5. Harry 0. Munro, ^e Church as � Sehool. p. 188.
4. Erwin L. Shaver, 100 Ways to Improve your Sunday
school Teaching, p. 1.
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"To h�lp Sunday-school teachers to understand and to
make use of the principles which govern the Christian
character development of their pupils*"^
"To help Simday-school teachers to see the value of
personal work with each pupil and to begin a simple and
practical program of individual counseling."�
"To lead Sunday-school teachers to make better
preparation for their lessons."^
To lead Sunday-school teaehers to see more clearly the
part which they play in guiding the religious growth of
their pupils. To help them iiiqp�rove their skill In those
teaching methods in which they take the active lead,
particularly in lecturing, story telling, using visual
aids, and conducting extra-class excursions.�
"To help Sunday-school teachers to improve their
skill in those teaching methods v^ch require close
cooperation between pupil and teacher."^
"To help Stmday-school teachers to secure the largest
possible pupil response."^�
"To inspire and help Sunday-school teachers to carry
through class projects which provide for activity through the
week. "^^
"To help teachers in the Sunday-school to realise ths
5. Ibid., p. 10.
6. Ibid., p. 18.
7- I5l5'.. p. 29.
8. Ibid., p. 39.
9. , p. 49.
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Importance of class fellowship and to provide for it ,"^2
**To help Simday-school teachers make the best use of
the opportunities for teaching through worship.
"To help Sucuiay-school teachers to see the value of
leading their pupils to make decisions for Christ ."^^
"To lead Sunday-school teaehers to take pride in their
workmanship and to continue their training to improve it."'^^
Aims given for supervision in secular education. Some
of the aims given by Briggs for supervision in secular educa
tion are alao worthy of general application to the supervision
of field work in religious education. "To enlarge the
teachers* concept of the meaning of education,^� specifically
applied, would be to enlarge the teaehera* concept of the
meaning of religious education. The mastery of subject
matter must be regarded as merely means to an end. The
concept of religious education must be ccMprehensive; the
student-teacher will need to be made aware of the significance
of the total development of the pupils in his class, and be
especially concerned with the effect of the subject matter
yjpon the religious life of the individual.
"To bring about a consciousness on ths part of teachers
Ti"! Ibid., p. 74.
13. Ibid., p. 82.
Ibid., p. 92.
15� Ibid., p. 101.
16. Briggs, SR* Pit., p. 4.
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of tho problems that youth have In attempting to become
effeotive members of aooiety, and to help teachers continu
ously to help youth in solving these problems "^'^ is an aim
that can be directly applied to supervision in religious
education. Hov important it is for the religious educator to
understand and aympathise vith youth in their problems,
however small and insignificant the problems may seem to the
adult educator! The role of the teacher is not to solve the
problems, but to give guidance and help in ths process. A
part of this help may be given by fostering in boys and girls
a readiness to turn to God as Counselor and Guide in the
midst of the many problems of adjustment in a complex aociety.
^3is objective concerning youth may be applied to any
age level. Regardless of ths age level of pupils, the teacher
will find a demand for individual attention to some degree.
As a rule the younger children will be treated more as a
group, but by the time of the intermediate ages of twelve to
fourteen years more attention will be given to the pupils as
individuals.
"To bring about a realisation of local conditions and
needa"^� is another aim that can be directly applied to
supervision in the field work of religious education. The
teacher of religious education will need to study and know
'
17. Briggs, loc. cit.
XB� Il}i|d. . p. 5.
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some tiling of the looal aituation. Without this the program
of religious eduoation will he greatly impoverished. This
knowledge would be a determining factor for the selection of
the type of eurriculxim materials as well as the swthod of
presentation.
"To imify the teachers into a team, all working with
intelligent and appreciative cooperation to achieve the same
general goals "^^ is an aim surely to be applied to supervision
in religioiis education. One teacher of religious education
must have the same general goals as other teachers of
religious eduoation, as well as acme of the same general
goals of secular eduoation, so that there may exist a ocmmion
understanding of the taak. There need be no distinct
cleavage between some of the general goals in various areas
of education.
Of special value in the training program of religious
education is the objective of supervision "to ascertain the
work in which each teacher is most sticeessful and in which he
is capable of most growth toward still greater success."^
When strengths are pointed out to the ii�iivid\uOl stti^ent-
teacher there inevitably comes a responsiveness, a renewed
ambition, and a feeling of success. Ocmmwn^tion and praise
well may be a wholesome phase of supervision.
19. Briggs, log., cit.
20. Ibid., p. 6.
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"To translate theory Into practice "^1 la nt the heart
of the aims of supervision in both secular and religious
education. It is the responsibility of the supervisor to
encourage and stimulate the teacher to understand and accept
the theories, and then translate them into habitual practice.
"To furnish immediate help vith difficulties that
threaten disaster "22 ^ aim of supervision in seciilar
education may be applied also in religious education. Where
failures occur on the part of the student-teacher, the
supervisor may present theoretically and by demonstration the
proper technique or process.
The aim "to make teachers receptive to help "23 aiay be
acccMaplished in the supervision of both secular and religious
educators through cooperation by the teacher and supervisor
in their working out means for accomplishing their objectives
or goals. To guard against inefficiency in any way, the
religious educator, throughout his career, must maintain an
attitude of receptivity to help.
Of great value to the supervision of field work in
religious education is the aim "to help teachers to analyse
critically their own activities. "2* Mo analysing of strength
and weaknesses is as valuable as self-analysis . The
21. pi^.. p. 7.
22. Ibid., p. 8.
23. Ibid., p. 9.
24. Loc. cit..
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supervisor may be of real assistance to tbe student-teacher
In developing with him over a period of time a pattern for
analysis in the light of good and acceptable prinoiples of
pedagogy. The accomplishment of this aim is to be commended.
George Santayana, a modern philosopher, says, "nothing
requires a rarer intellectual heroism than willingness to see
one's own equation written out. "25 ^ caiqplete self-analysis
for the religious educator would involve a check-up in his
religious life as well as his teaching techniques and his
personality.
"To make teachers ambitious to grow into the greatest
possible professional effectiveness "2� as an aim of super
vision in secular education has definite values for super
vision in religious education. A presentation of the ideal
and the possibilities involved is a good beginning for the
achievement of this purpose.
"To stimulate cultural growth"^? ig an aim for all
supervised teaching. This is of special value to the
religious educator in that such growth is only fitting for
the enriched life and teaching of the religious educator.
Tim more of the finer disciplines present in the life and
teaching of the religious educator, the greater is his
25. John Sutherland Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor
and g^ople. p. 43.
26. Briggs, 0�. cit.. p. 10.
27. Ibid., p. 11.
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Influence In stlomlatlng cultural develo^ent in hia pupila.
"To help teachera to iaprove their techniques of
teaching"28 ^ purpose having value for the supervision of
field work in religious education. These techniques involve
classroom experienee together with selection of materials
and methoda*
"To direct teachera toward unfamiliar sources of
imsi^diate aid and of material for continuing growth"^^ is as
important an aim of supervision for religious education as
for secular. supervisor's aoc\xfiulated record of rich
source materials will be of special value for both the
immediate needs and the future growth of the atudent.
"To assist teachers in diagnosing pupil needs and to
help in planning for growth in power to satisfy them"*^ is a
very important aim to keep in mind for supervision in
religious education* The supervisor will emphasize the need
of individual success by any method the teacher can devise.
This is psrticularly important for the religious educator*
Pupils have individual needs in all areas of life and this
is especially significant in the realm of the religious.
Precaution must be taken not to lose sight of the individual
in the group or crowd when teaching religion.
28. ^id.. p. 11.
Ibid., p. 12*
Ibid., p. 13.
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"To holp te&ohopa learn to make their own experiences
more prof itable"^^ may be also a purpoae of supervised
training in religious education. Xt is important that
meaning be given to the successful performeunces in teaching,
and that the supervisor interpret the successful perform-
aneea in relation to the principles of religious education.
Xn summary, the major objective of supervised teaehing
as a part of teacher education is the building of a closer
relationship between theory and practice. That this
integration is the eoneern of educators is evidenced by the
type of program required in teacher training with its emphasis
upon observation of teaching situations and knowing and
understanding children aM young people so as to be fOsle to
guide and instruct them. "Theory provides a guide to action,
and experience contributes to an understanding of theory. "^^^
TbB Fersonnel of Supervision
As was stated in Chapter XIX, in the ideal situation
the field work director would act as an administrator, taking
care of such phases of the program aa the investigation and
opportunitiea for field work, the placement of students in
their respective fields of practice, ar^ the policy concerning
typee of records. The work of supervision woiad be done by
31. Ibid., p. X6.
32. Commission on Teacher Education, Teachers for Our
Times, p. X9.
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supervisors whom the director or his committee would assign
for the various places where students were in practice
teaching*
The replies to the second questionnaire of this study
reveal a state far frcmi the ideal in this matter of
administration and supervision* The common practice is to
include both administrative and supervisory duties for the
director* Besides the combining of these duties, most of the
directors of field work have other responsibilities such as
teaching in the regular curriculum of the school*
The point for recomoendation here is that the super
visor be given adequate opportunity for the iBq;>rovement of
teaching efficiency and not be burdened with the procedures
of the administration of field work*
Who shall supervise? In sehools where there are a
large number of atudents enrolled in field work of religious
education, it would be desirable to have at least one full-
time supervisor* This one would act as the chairman of a
committee of supervisors and would not be engaged in teaching
other classes of the curriculum* He would be devoting his
time to the work of supervising students* However, a great
number of the aehools offering special training for religious
educators are among the theological seminaries and schools of
religious education which come in the range of the smaller
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schools, in terms of enrollment. It is for this group partic
ularly that this program of supervision is being proposed.
There is a practice of using student supervisors such
as seniors or other advanced students with regard to
experienee. However, few schools praetice this, according to
the results of the questionnaire of this study* There may be
students upon occasion who have hmd more and better experience
in teaching who would be qualified to be of help to beginning
student-teachers, but this certainly is not to be a recom
mended policy with regard to the peraonnel of aupervision in
field work of religious education.
Supervised field work is a joint undertaking of all
involved.
Students, cooperating teachers, supervisors, and the
faculty lumbers responsible for general and professional
education, should all be concerned about the performance
Of the student teacher; how well he does reflects i^>on
all of them .53
In view of this, a cooperative plan of supervision is here
recOBffliended for the supervision of field work in religious
education. In this plan the supervisory personnel would
consist of the professors in the department of religious
education with the addition of at least one representative
from each or moat of the other departments. Such a program
of supervised student teaching in secular education has been
33. Maurice B. Troyer and C. Robert Pace, Evaluation
in Teacher Education, p . 229 .
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of significant value. With reference to the religious
educator in training, the professor of English Bible,
systematic theology, or applied theology, for example, may
profit from participation in the evaluation of student teach
ing, from observing the student in action, and appraising the
situation in which the student is gaining his experience.
This broader participation of faculty evaluation would make
possible a coordinated statement of goala toward whieh the
total program of the student's training wotad be directed.
Suggested cooperative plan. How the detailed plan of
cooperative supervision may be worked out may be varied. It
may be considered wise by soaoe to have one faculty member
supervising but a few students during a oertain period of
time. This worxld mean that a student would have only one
supervisor for a given time. By others it may seem better to
have the faculty of supervisors rotating throughout the
department of field work. In this way a student may have a
different supervisor every week, if his work, for instance,
should be teaching in the church school Just once a week, on
Sunday. On the surface, this cooperative plan of supervision
may look not too encouraging for success and the achievement
of the aims of supervision. The points outlined below may
answer some of the questions raised by the reader.
1. The professors frcaa the departooent of religious
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education would be the main supervisora, responsible for
conferences with student teachers concerning their teaching
plans and methods.
2. The other professors would act as observing super
visors, giving objective data of observation on report blank
forms provided by the department of religious eduoation.
Such reports should include evaluations of the student in
field work spiritually, socially, and educationally. The
matter of spiritual evalxaation is not to be regarded as a
personal judipaent laid upon the individual, but more of an
evaluation of his attitude in dealing with spiritual matters
such as prayer and worship in his teaching situation. There
should be a number of pointed q\ksstions concerning the
student's social and educational practices, involving matters
of personality, methods, and techniques respectively. A good
report blank will provide ample space for further remarks
concerning the student's work and possibly with regard to the
particular observing supervisor's field of teaching. There
may be some significant factors in thia respect�some strange
theology being taught, for example I
3� The observation by a number of professors will aid
in getting a total objective report of the student as a whole.
4. This does not mean to say that there will be no
observing done by the main supervisors. The main supervisors
in most cases would be too few to be in every field ofservice
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observing every week or weekday as the field work opportuni
ties may afford. However, it is to be recommended that every
stiadent engaged in field work be given the privilege of his
head supervisor's observation and cooperation on the field as
frequently as possible. Circumstances dictate in such a
matter but the ideal frequency would be at least once per
month. This is assuming that the practice teaching opportunity
occura weekly.
5. The student shorild by all means receive the
benefit of the evaluations made by his many observing super
visors. These reports may be presented to him separately or
be given to him as a suaamary.
Placement of students under Supervision
As set forth in Chapter III, the director has charge
of the placement of students in their respective fields of
practice. Upon the student's entrance to the school of
religious education, there should be an analysis of his
experienee, ability, and personality. U^on the basis of
these factors the field work director would recommend a
program of field work for the student, as was brought out in
the previous chapter. For instance, if a student is entering
a graduate school in religious education and has had very
little teaehing experience and if his college training is
deficient in courses of methods in teaching, a prescribed
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program of observation and methods courses should be reccns-
mended by the director.
ST2oh students would first meet a supervisor in a class
for observation. In a course in observation, students would
be assigned places and times to observe teaching situations
in religious education* In many instances, the experiences
of observation may be from the teaehing of fellow students.
The supervisor would give instructions as to what and how to
observe and would supply the students with report blanks for
recording observations after leaving the teaching situation.
The observing student receives a two*fold benefit from this
experience in that he is not only observing to be critical
but is also observing to see the best in methods and tech-
nlqtxss used by those with more experience than he has had.
The observation coiirae may aerve also as a survey
course, in that a n\jmber of situations may be observed on
various age levels. It is is^visable even for students with a
background of experience to observe in as many teaching
situations as possible, due to the fact that no one student
would be able to participate in all types of field work
during the period of his training and preparation. It is of
interest to note that half of the schools responding to the
seeond questionnaire of this study consider sttadents* obser
vation as a part of the field work program.
The supervisor would do well to estsbllsh rapport with
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membera of the olasa In obaervatlon. At a later time the
relatlonahlp between theae aame people will be much cloaer,
but these flrat experlencea together may Influence future
posalbllitlea. Tha atudent should be relieved of any Idea
that the supervisor Is one who Is present during his praetice
teaching for spying, fault-finding, or even merely "casting a
genial Influence."** The general spirit Is to be that of
assistance, not just Inspection.
Practical Means of Supervision
Present practice as to means of supervision. The
common means of supervision in the field work of religious
education, as indicated by the results of the questionnaire,
are as follows s group conferences, commonly called prac-
ticums or field work classes; student reports; supervisor's
evaliuatlon through observation; reports from employer;
individual conference; the use of notebooks. These means are
given in the order of their frequency of use according to the
replies of the questionnaire. Seventy-eight per cent of the
aohoola reporting employ the means of field work classes,
which means that even five of the schools which offer no
academic credit for field work require the students to attend
a class at least one hour each week. In no school was there
si*; Frank M. McKibben, ^proving Religious Education
^i^ough Supervision, p. 20.
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jtaat this single means of supervision. In all there are at
least one or two other means of supervision besides the
supervisor's evaluation through observation and the field
work elass.
The programa of these field work classes are quite
varied In nature as the report In Chapter II Indicates.'^
some programs Include even a study of msthods and materials.
As was recommended In Chapter III, It Is very desir
able for methods courses In the regular curriculum of
religious education to be required prior to the student's
engaging in field work, so that additional time need not be
apent by the student dtiring his practice teaching. Such
methoda courses wo\ild eliminate the need for a concentrated
program demanding a field work claaa during the student's
actual practice.
Individual por^frenffq, recommended. The means
of supervision used must be employed with relation to the
alma of supervision in general and to the particular types of
field work to be supervised. The desirable types of field
work rec<�mnended for religious education in Chapter III cover
a wide range of activities. In view of the areas of these
types of esiperlence covering all age levels, the means of
supervision to be highly reconmiended is that of the
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Individual conference. Through the Individual conference the
atudent la enabled to receive more definite assistance and
more meaningful aupervlalon. The poaslbllities for Individual
atudent development are much greater than when the atudent
la one among a claaa In which few people are engaged In the
aame type of field work.
Time Plan for the Individual conference . The time
Involved for the aupervlaors la an Important element In auch
a plan. It la certain that thia means of aupervlalon demanda
more of the aupervlaor'a tii e than If he alsqply acted aa a
practieum leader for a claaa. But even though each atudent
were permitted only a few mlnutea per week, an individual con
ference would permit dealing with the atudent *a apeoific
needs in his particular field of service. A few scheduled
office hours each week set aside by each of two or three
supervisors in the department of religious education as
individual conferexKse hours would permit a great number of
students even half hour individual conferences each week.
In the average sized seminary or school of religious
education a few hours per week would be adequate for this
plan.
Contsint of the individual conference. The supervisor
may assist the student in realising specific objectives for
the particular age level with which he Is working. The
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supervisor and student together will be able to interpret the
methods and materials used in view of the specific objectives.
The student may present the plans for his next lesson and
receive helpful suggestions for improvement. The supervisor
will not oxay assist the student in his lesson plans, but
will be of assistance in pointing out possibilities of
development in every way, spiritually and socially as well
as educationally. At the individual conference would be the
ideal time for sharing with the student a stimmary or even
the individual reports of evaluation by the observing
supervisors, as explained earlier in this chapter. Because
these individual conferences between supervisor and student
are private in nature, they possess \jnlimited possibilities
for the development of rapport and confidence. In such an
atmosphere the supervisor may sympathetically guide the
student to new insights concerning hiaaself , his work, his
responsibilities, and his possibilities.
Records m A WMM. Si, supervision. Records may fall
into several classes. In the discussion of records in the
chapter on Administration there was recommended one type of
record to be submitted to the office of the field work
director by the supervisor concerning the qualitative
analysis of the student. This obviously suggests that there
would be neeeasary a system of detailed records to be kept
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hj tbo supervisor. However, all the recording need not be
done by the supervisor.
Individual records to be kept by students concerning
their teaching plans and preparation are recoimended, and
very important to the student's self-<^valuation of progress
in development. Such records may be used at the end of a
term by the supervisor in evaluating the atudent 's develop
ment in planning and preparation.
At some time during the student's field wox'li, there
should be a record submitted to the field work director's
office from the supervisor concerning the student's growth
in personality and professional attitudea. Although a
personality test has been recommended upon the student's
enrollment into the school, a record of improvement in this
field is to be anticipated after the student has begun his
practice field work.
A term meeting a means supervision. The program
of supervision should maintain a system for encouraging
students to offer stiggestions for the improvement of the
field work program and also for encouraging a professional
attitude in the sharing of ideas and experiences they have
found helpful in their practice teaching. One means of
providing this would be to set a time toward the end of a
term in which all the students would come together for a
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meetixig in whioh each one would contribute to this end.
Such a plan drawing upon incidents all the way through
the student's work would encourage the keeping of notebooks
and records by the students. This plan serves a twofold
purpose for the student: first, he benefits from what his
fellow classmen have found helpful in their field work? and
second, he develops a professional attitude of sharing
success with his fellow claasmen.
Ths supervisor would benefit espeeially fr<�B that
part of the meeting in which students were encouraged to
offer suggestions for the improvement of the field work
program. The supervisor, in his close relationship with the
students of field work and by virtue of his position relative
to the field work director, is a key person in the matter of
revision or adding any plans for the over-all program of
field work in the sehool of religious education.
In view of the aims of supervision set forth in this
chapter and the desirable types of field work in religious
education recommended in Chapter III, the best practical
means of supervision are seen to be the supervisor's
evaluation throiigh obaervatlon, the individual conference,
reeords, and term meetings.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The prohlem of this study, as was stated In Chapter I,
haa been to formulate reccmimendatlons for a workable program
of field work for students being trained in the field of
religious education* Although this study has been primarily
one of cTaluation and the setting up of standards, information
concerning the present status of field work in religious
education was considered necessary as a means to ths end of
formilating recommendations*
Two questionnaires were used in the securing of
infox*mation concerning status. A preliminary qtwstionnaire
was sent to 140 schools, for the purpose of discovering which
schools aimed at training students for service in the specific
field of religious education and which schools gave particular
emphasis to the matter of supervised field work in religious
edueation. Of these 140 schools, 107 (765?) responded. The
number who reported an aim to train students for service in
the specific field of religious education was 75. Porty-five
of these schools require religious field work for graduates
in religious education.
It was the 45 schools requiring field work to whieh a
second questionnaire was sent. The second questionnaire was
more detailed than the first, and sought information
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ooncernlng the relationship of field work to the cnrrloulum,
the types of field work, and the status of the field work
director.
fhe major problems of organizing and oarrylng on a
program of field work In religious education lie in the areas
of administration and supervision as they have been discussed
in the body of the thesis. It is upon the basis of this
discussion that a siimmary of reccnsnendatlons is given in
conclusion.
Summary of Recommendations
in the Area of Organization and Administration
1. Attention should be given to the objectives and
principles of field work in religious education at the
beginning of such a program.
2. The direct administration of field work should be
the responsibility of a director of field work, with the
general administration of the school acting as an approving
and checking agency, acting more specifically at the point of
the problem of the relationship of field work to the
curriculum in general.
3. The field work director should act in the capacity
of an administrator, not a supervisor.
4. The field work director should operate the place
ment bxireau for aasigning students to their fields of service.
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5. The field work director should execute regulations
concerning remuneration if there be sueh in some areas of the
field work.
6. The field work director should have a system of
various types of records concerning the students, supervisors,
and fields of service.
7. The director should investigate concerning
opportunities for field work.
8. The school should make some of its own opportun
ities for field work by offering its services for the benefit
of the children of the community.
9. Tto� types of field work to be offered should
afford opportunity for experience with various age levels.
10. An extensive program of observation should be
provided in the early part of the student's training in view
of the impossibility of all students engaging In every type
of field work, and also in view of deficiency in background
of experience among some students.
11. A graduated level of field work should be provided
in which the advanced students are given opportunities to
serve in a capacity with more responsibilities.
12. Emphasis should be placed upon the Importance of
peraonallty in the assignment to field work by giving stand
ardised personality tests in the early part of the student's
course of study in religious education.
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15. The number of hours required for field work
should be kept in a reasonable relationship with time for
aeademio study.
14. Credit should be given for field work in religiotis
eduoation, and the amo\mt be baaed upon the time required for
preparation and service in field work in proportion to the
time required by other courses of the curriculum.
15. Courses in methods and obaervatlon should be
prescribed as pre-praotice teaching requirements, thus making
possible the elimination of such measures as practlcums or
field work classes which demand so much of the student's time
during the period of his service in field work.
16. Sellgious field work should be reqiUred of all
students of religious education in view of the promlnenee of
the requirement of aupervlsed student-teaching in seciaar
education.
Summary of Recommendations in the Area of Supervision
1. Attention should be given to the aims of super
vision throughout the entire process of supervising field work
in religious education.
2. The supervisor should not be burdened with the
procedures of the administration of field work, but should be
given adequate opporttmity for the Improveaent of teaching
efficiency, the ultimate aim of supervision.
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3. The personnel of supervisors shotild consist of
professors from the department of religious education as
Bialn supervisors.
4. A cooperative plan for supervision is desirable in
which faculty members from departments other than religious
education participate in a program of observing students in
their fields of service, and give objective data of evaluation
on report blanks provided by the department of religious
education.
5. The main supervisors should observe the students
at work on their fields as frequently as circumstances permit,
at least monthly in Instances where the field work experience
is a weekly occurrence.
6. A main supervisor should direct the class in
observation of field work, assign places and times for
observation, and give report forms for the recording of the
observatlona made.
7. The Individual conference is to be highly
recommended as a means of supervision in the field work
of religious education.
8. Scheduled office hours should be arranged by the
main supervisors for the purpose of half-hour individual
conferences with students.
9. Th� supervisor, at the time of the individual
conference, should not only assist the student with teaching
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plans and procedures, but should also seek to help the
student in every phase of his personal development, spiritual
and social as well aa educational*
10. The supervisor should have a system of detailed
records to be used in the general evaluation of the student's
work, to be submitted to the director of field work for the
file of records in his office.
A teriB me e; ting should be used as a means of
supervision of field work in religious education.
12. The supervisor should call together near the end
of a quarter or semester all the students engaged in field
work for this term meeting.
13. The supervisor should call upon each member of
the group to participate in this mseting by asking him to
share ideas, experiences, and procedures which he has found
beneficial in his field work.
The discussion throughout this thesis leads to a
belief that the recommendations herein proposed, if applied,
would serve to accomplish the objectives of field work in
religious education by providing those experiences and
techniques so essential to the professional development of
the religious educator.
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APPENDIX
RSCOMMEIQATXOHS FOR THE PROGRAM FIELD WORK
IM RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AT ASBURY THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
The recoramendatlone in tim suaimary and thronghont the
body of the theaia vere made in view of any sehool that aims
to train religious educators. Therefore, the reeommendations
apply to Aabury Theological Seminary. Somie of them demand
special application and adaptation for the partlciilar school.
An attempt has been made here to formulate some recommenda
tions which apply specif ieally to the field work program of
religious education at Asbury Theological Seminary.
Creating and Investigating Opportunities for Field Work
1. Make available for both white and Negro children
of the ccMmunity the children's religious books in the
library of the seminary. Arrange for specific hours for
ehlldren of the various age levels to come to the library to
explore the books. The students of field work may teach the
amaller children how to handle and use books. The hour
should be concluded with a period of story-telling.
Opportunity also may be provided for sharing children's
religious books by visiting children in hospital wards where
there are no contagious diseases. The students of field work
may take books for the children to explore during the
student's visiting period; then have a period of story-telling
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in the ward, This plan of visitation with hooks well may be
followed with the ehlldren in Banitori^ans .
2� A similar plan to that of making books available
may be used with regard to a ehlldren* s religious music hoisr
at the seminary* Ths equipment necessary or desirable for
such a program would be a record player and piano.
3* Provide supervisors of 3~ecreatlon as a service to
the community program of recreation*
4. Provide Sunday-school teachera or teachers for
some other form of religious education at boys' and girls'
schools of reform*
5* Provide Sunday-school teachers or teachers for
B<m� other form of religious education at hOBMs for the aged.
6. Provide teachers for classes of religious
eduoation or leaders of religious activities for the colored
schools and churches of th� community.
7. Provide advanced students to conduct leadership
training courses In the churches of student pastors*
8. Provide teachers for the church schools of the
community.
9. Provide teachers for weekday religious education
in the community �
